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Japan. Endless Discovery.
Japan has been allocating resources to attracting foreign
tourism in recent years. The Japan Journal’s Osamu Sawaji
spoke with Commissioner of the Japan Tourism Agency
Hiroshi Mizohata about the Government’s initiatives in
this regard, as well as what Japan has to offer to prospective
foreign tourists.
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tourist destination?
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end, we are implementing deregulation mea
sures for China, chief among these being sig
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What sorts of tourist attractions
would you want visitors to Japan to

enjoy more of?

worldwide, and especially in Europe. The is
landers also take steps to make tourists wel

Sports tourism comes to mind. There are plenty

come while they enjoy themselves, by working

of sports to be enjoyed in Japan year-round. For

as volunteer tour guides and decorating their

instance, we have sumo wrestling and other do

homes with dolls and flowers, among other

mestic professional sports matches, as well as

things. And the city of Takayama, in Gifu

all manner of international sports events, which

Prefecture, is popular with foreign tourists for

take place all across Japan. And people can go

its preservation of historic streets and houses.

hiking and mountain climbing on our many

Its website posts tourist information in eleven

mountains in the summer months. We have ex

languages, the most of any site in Japan.

tensive ski resorts here as well: in 2011, it will
have been 100 years since skiing was first intro
duced to Japan. Many foreign tourists go to
Niseko, in Hokkaido, whether for skiing or
other sports on the one hand, or for eco-tour

The catchphrase for foreign tourism
in Japan is “Japan. Endless
Discovery.” What sentiments
underlie this slogan?

ism on the other.
Bicycle races have also been inaugurated in

“Japan. Endless Discovery.” means “Japan is a

some cities and towns in Japan in recent years,

place where one may encounter emotional ex

Junior Chamber International Fukuoka, for ex

periences without end.” Surveys taken of for

ample, sponsored the inaugural race of an event

eign tourists upon their departure from Japan

called the Tour de Fukuoka, a bicycle race

show that upwards of 90% of respondents report

wherein everyone from world-class cyclists to

that they were satisfied with their travels in

the average person on the street can participate,

Japan. And we believe that visitors will have the

in Fukuoka Prefecture in late November of

opportunity to encounter Japan on each such

2010. The Junior Chamber invited some 300

visit that is unlike their experiences on any

participants from South Korea, and the organi

other visit, no matter how many times they

zation has signified that it intends to further de

come to Japan.

velop the race into an event that fosters interna
tional exchange between Fukuoka and the rest
of Asia.

What other locales are making
similar efforts to attract foreign
tourists?
Naoshima, part of Kagawa Prefecture, is a tiny
island of about 3,400 people in the Seto Inland
Sea. It has become a renowned modern art site

Still from the JNTO commercial “Japan. Endless Discovery.”
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